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The game brings to life the Africa campaign of 1943. From the Allied invasion in November 1942, through the
Battle of the Mareth Line in January 1943, the invasion of the Italian Mandate of Libya in February 1943, and the
capture of Tripoli in May 1943; the new sense of warfare being fought on African soil. Players can command the

forces of both the British and American armies from the ground through the air. Additionally, players can
command the air, ground and naval assets of Rommels Afrika Korps throughout the campaign. Players may

command the German Panzers and German Grenadiers that are, for all intents and purposes, the same forces of
the rival countries. These forces must be trained and led to ensure victory for their respective sides. The game

covers the events of 1943, the final year of the African campaign. The Allies, despite the friction, mutual disrespect
and distrust, agree to a joint land offensive against the Axis forces in Africa. The U.S. 9th Army under command of
General George Patton launches the offensive in May, which they will carry on through to November. The Allies will

push the Axis back to the coastal plain around Tripoli and drive north to the Italian border. Allied forces will
capture Rome by November to bring Allied forces in Italy up to strength, an important factor in Italy's eventual

surrender. After Rommel's counter offensive of November 1942, Ackerlind's unit was attached to the North African
Air Support Command. The unit was assigned to the Seventh Air Support Command, 7 ASF, then under Brigadier

General George E. Selden. The following was reported on the acting commander of the unit's squadron at the time
of Ackerlind's death, Colonel Bernard R. McElroy:
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He wrote an article in 1940
entitled, "The Re-

establishment of an Islamic
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State." The Islamic State is
a period of history in which
all the territories of the new
world caliphate were under
its control, as well as parts
of Iraq, North Africa and the
Balkans. Before World War
II, many African-Americans

expressed their deep
dissatisfaction with the

conditions they faced. As
the situation in Europe
grew more threatening,

black communities in the
United States began to
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form their own military
units with plans to fight

against the Nazis. Following
the attack on Pearl Harbor,

President Franklin D.
Roosevelt ordered that

"every able-bodied Negro
will be compelled to

register and perform the
duties required by the

Selective Service Act," and
black men were compelled
to register and show up at
Selective Service offices.

That was the first time that
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a large group of blacks had
been registered in the

history of American military
service. Many of these men

were sent to the Harlem
Army Training Camp, where

their civilian and military
activities were supervised

by the War Manpower
Commission. The

Commission's mission was
to advise and coordinate
the activities of the U.S.

government, military, state
and local governments, and
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employers in the United
States on labor problems.
Kulischer also acted as the
legal adviser to the Jewish
Agency for Palestine and

the Jewish National
Committee. Both are

organizations representing
the interests of Jews around

the world in all matters
concerning the

management and
development of Jewish

settlements in the Land of
Israel. In conjunction with
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the Palestine Jewish
Colonization Association,

Kulischer set up land
purchase funds and a dairy.

He lectured on litigation
and arbitration to the

League of Jewish Colonists
and formed a Jewish Court

in Jerusalem, the first
Jewish Court in Palestine.
The East African plan to

hand over German
possessions to the United

Kingdom followed the
failure of the U.S. to react
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to the Austrian Anschluss in
April 1938. The proposed
bill authorizing this came

forward the following
September. Born in

Stuttgart, Kropp studied to
be an engineer but joined

the Social Democratic Party
in his teens and worked as
a union official. He became
a member of the Reichstag

in 1930. 5ec8ef588b
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